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Abstract

Item categorization (IC) is an important core001
technology in e-commerce natural language002
processing (NLP). Given category labels’ long-003
tailed distribution, IC performances on tail la-004
bels tend to be poor due to sporadic supervision.005
To address the long-tail issue in classification,006
an increasing number of methods have been007
proposed in the computer vision domain. In008
this paper, we adopted a new method, which009
consists of decoupling the entire classification010
task into (a) learning representations in a k-011
positive contrastive learning (KCL) way and (b)012
training a classifier on balanced data set, into013
IC tasks. Using SimCSE to be our self-learning014
backbone, we demonstrated that the proposed015
method works on the IC text classification task.016
In addition, we spotted a shortcoming in the017
KCL: false negative instances (FN) may harm018
the representation learning step. After eliminat-019
ing FN instances, IC performance (measured020
by macro-F1) has been further improved.021

1 Introduction022

Item categorization (IC) is to classify a product into023

a node in a category taxonomy. It is a fundamen-024

tal task in e-commerce and the basis of personal025

recommendations, query understanding and so on.026

One of the challenges to building a highly effec-027

tive IC system is products’ long-tailed (LT) label028

distribution, where only a few head classes have029

a lot of samples, while the other large volume of030

tail classes only consists of a few samples. Conse-031

quently, sporadic supervision on these tail labels032

tends to cause unsatisfactory IC performance.033

Recently, several novel LT-addressing methods,034

e.g., methods utilizing self-supervision (Yang and035

Xu, 2020) and contrastive learning (CL) (Kang036

et al., 2021), have emerged in the computer vision037

domain. However, the related research in natural038

language processing (NLP) domain is still limited.039

In this paper, we propose to utilize contrastive040

learning to address the LT challenge in the IC041

task. The proposed framework uses unsupervised 042

SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021) for data augmentation 043

and K-positive contrastive loss (KCL) (Kang et al., 044

2021) to learn feature embeddings in balanced fea- 045

ture space. Moreover, we recognize false nega- 046

tive (FN) instances exist in KCL and apply two 047

different strategies: FN attraction and FN elimi- 048

nation to cancel them. The experimental results 049

on three Amazon product category datasets show 050

that the contrastive learning methods help on im- 051

proving the model performance on tail classes and 052

the FN cancellation can further improve CL-based 053

LT-addressing method. Our main contributions can 054

be summarized as: 055

• We apply contrastive learning to address the 056

LT challenge in the IC text classification. 057

• We recognize the false negative sample issue 058

in K-positive contrastive loss and apply a false 059

negative cancellation strategy to mitigate its 060

negative impact. 061

2 Related Work 062

Many methods have been proposed to address 063

the LT issue. One category of those methods re- 064

samples the data to balance the label distribution, 065

e.g., SMOTE (Chawla et al., 2002). Another cat- 066

egory of methods assign different weights to sam- 067

ples based on their label frequencies, e.g.,Class- 068

balanced loss (Cui et al., 2019), Label-Distribution- 069

Aware Margin loss (LDAM) (Cao et al., 2019) and 070

so on. Recently, a two-stage training strategy (ex- 071

ampled in (Kang et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2020)), 072

which decouples the learning a feature encoder and 073

the learning of a classifier, has become influential 074

in computer vision and shows its superior perfor- 075

mance on addressing the LT issue. 076

Contrastive learning (CL) has been found to be 077

effective in providing high-quality encoders in a 078

simple self-learning fashion. For example, in com- 079

puter vision, SimCLR (Chen et al., 2020) uses the 080
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consistence between an anchor image and its trans-081

formed version and the in-consistence between the082

anchor and other instances in a batch (in-batch neg-083

ative instances) to guide encoder training. If any084

in-batch negative instance shares the label carried085

by the anchor image, such an instance is called false086

negative (FN). FN samples are found to be harmful087

to CL methods and corresponding mitigation meth-088

ods are proposed (Huynh et al., 2020; Chen et al.,089

2021). Inspired by the success of SimCLR in com-090

puter vision, CL-based text representation learning091

has been a hot research topic in NLP. SimCSE (Gao092

et al., 2021) uses dropout operations existing in093

Transformer to be an effective text augmentation094

and can learn effective text representations. In the095

LT-addressing two-stage method, self-learning has096

been used in its representation learning stage, e.g.,097

(Yang and Xu, 2020; Kang et al., 2021). Besides098

simply using self-supervision, including the super-099

vision signal from existing labels can improve the100

representation learning (Khosla et al., 2020). How-101

ever, introducing semantics information may suffer102

from the long tail issue and hurt the performance103

of tail classes. To address this issue, K-positive104

contrastive loss (Kang et al., 2021) is proposed to105

learn balanced feature representations.106

3 Methodology107

Let x denote the title of a product and y is its label.108

The IC can be formulated as a text classification109

task and can be described as: given a product title110

x, IC needs to predict the category label y.111

3.1 Unsupervised SimCSE112

Recently, unsupervised SimCSE (Gao et al., 2021)113

is proposed to learn sentence embeddings using a114

self-supervised contrastive learning method. The115

unsupervised SimCSE maximizes the agreement116

of the representations of a positive pair by using117

the InfoNCE loss represented in Eq. 1.118

L(h, h+, H−) = −log
e

sim(h,h+)
τ∑

h−∈H− e
sim(h,h−)

τ

(1)119

where h, h+ and H− are the representations of120
the anchor sample x, a positive instance x+ and121
the set of negative instances. In the unsupervised122
SimCSE, the positive instance is the same as the123
anchor sample (i.e., x+ = x). The negative sample124
set consists of the set of all other samples in the125
same batch as the anchor sample.126
The anchor sample x and its positive sample x+ =127

x are encoded using two different BERT (De- 128
vlin et al., 2018) based encoders which share the 129
same architecture but use different random dropout 130
masks. The encoder can be represented as: 131

h = tanh(MLP (BERT (x, z)))

h+ = tanh(MLP (BERT (x+, z+)))
(2) 132

where BERT (x, z) denotes the BERT encoder 133

using a random dropout mask. MLP is a one- 134

layer fully connected layer and tanh represents the 135

hyperbolic tangent activation function. z and z+ 136

are two different random dropout masks in BERT 137

at rate of 0.1. 138

3.2 SimCSE with K-positive Contrastive Loss 139

To use important supervision signals provided by 140

the labels, we propose the SimCSE-KCL frame- 141

work illustrated in Fig. 1(a) to incorporate the K- 142

positive contrastive loss (KCL) into the SimCSE 143

framework. Compared with the unsupervised Sim- 144

CSE, the SimCSE-KCL uses K more positive in- 145

stances randomly sampled from the batch contain- 146

ing the anchor. The KCL can be represented as: 147

LKCL =
1

(K + 1)

∑
h+∈{h′}∪H+

K

L(h, h+, H−) 148

where h′ represents the self-augmented represen- 149

tation of x and H+
K represents the representation 150

set of the of sampled K positive samples from the 151

batch. H− denotes the corresponding negative sam- 152

ple representation set given the anchor and positive 153

sample. K is the hyper-parameter representing the 154

defined positive pairs. 155

By incorporating the KCL into the SimCSE frame- 156

work, the SimCSE-KCL can both take advantage of 157

the contrastive loss to learn the balanced features 158

and improve the semantic discrimination ability 159

from the learned features. 160

3.3 False Negative Cancellation 161

A drawback of the SimCSE-KCL is some positive 162

samples will be considered as negative if there are 163

more than K + 1 samples belonging to the same 164

class in a batch. As shown in Fig 1(a), when K = 1, 165

the third sample is false negative and excluded from 166

the positive set in SimCSE-KCL. The occurrence 167

of such false negative samples may degrade the 168

quality of the learned embeddings and further hurt 169

the classification performance. 170

To alleviate the influence of the false negative sam- 171

ples, we propose two frameworks: SimCSE-KCL- 172

FNA and SimCSE-KCL-FNE, which utilizes the 173
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(a) SimCSE-KCL (b) SimCSE-KCL-FNA (c) SimCSE-KCL-FNE

Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed frameworks: SimCSE-KCL, SimCSE-KCL-FNA and SimCSE-KCL-FNE,
when K = 1. Blue, red and green arrows denote the anchor, positive and negative instances correspondingly.
Specifically, dashed red arrow is the augmented sample and dashed green arrow represents the false negative sample.

attraction and elimination strategy as in (Grill et al.,174

2020) to cancel false negative samples.175

The SimCSE-KCL-FNA uses an attraction strategy,176

where all positive samples rather than K sampled177

positive instances are included in the positive set.178

As shown in Fig. 1(b), the third sample considered179

as a negative sample in SimCSE-KCL is included180

in the positive set in SimCSE-KCL-FNA. When the181

ground-truth labels are known, the loss in SimCSE-182

KCL-FNA is the same as supervised contrastive183

loss (Khosla et al., 2020). It uses more labels and184

contains no noise compared with SimCSE-KCL.185

The SimCSE-KCL-FNE uses the elimination strat-186

egy shown in Fig. 1(c), which ignores the false187

negative samples in calculating the contrastive loss188

by neither including it in the positive sample set nor189

in the negative sample set. We can find in Fig. 1(c)190

the third sample is not used to calculate the loss.191

Despite the less information used in SimCSE-KCL-192

FNE, removing the noise in the data can boost the193

performance of the models.194

195
4 Experiment196

Datasets: The experiments are performed on the197

three categories of Amazon product (McAuley198

et al., 2015; He and McAuley, 2016) datasets: Au-199

tomotive, Beauty, and Electronics. Each sample200

has a title and a category label. All three datasets201

show long tail characteristics1202

Experimental Setup: We compare the three pro-203

posed frameworks with BERT using cross-entropy204

loss (BERT-CE), cRT (Kang et al., 2019), and unsu-205

pervised SimCSE (SimCSEus). For both cRT and206

1The details of statistics and label frequency are in Ap-
pendix.

SimCSE based models, we follow the two-stage 207

training protocol in (Kang et al., 2019). 208

The batch size is set to 32 and initial learning rate is 209

1e− 5 with a linear decay. The datasets are prepro- 210

cessed following (Tayal et al., 2020). We split the 211

training datasets into two subsets: train vs. dev that 212

is used to select hyperparameters and validate the 213

performance 2. The models are evaluated using two 214

metrics: macro F1 (F1m) and weighted F1 (F1w). 215

Note that macro F1 is frequently used in evaluating 216

LT-addressing methods. Since it calculates the F1 217

for each class and averages them, it is significantly 218

influenced by the performance of tail classes. We 219

report the results using the best models on the dev 220

set measured by macro F1. 221

False negative sample rate: Following (Chen 222

et al., 2021), we calculate the false negative rate 223

in SimCSE-KCL for the three datasets. The calcu- 224

lated false negative rates are 0.036 (Automotive), 225

0.068 (Electronics) and 0.102 (Beauty), showing 226

that there are significant number of false negative 227

samples when using KCL. 228

Performance with long-tailed IC: The experimen- 229

tal results are shown in the left part in Table 1. 230

We can observe that all contrastive learning-based 231

models outperform BERT-CE and cRT in terms 232

of macro F1, which suggests the effectiveness of 233

contrastive learning to address the long tail issue 234

in IC. Although cRT also uses two-stage training 235

and show success in some computer vision tasks, 236

its performance on IC is not as expected. 237

When comparing the SimCSEus with the three 238

supervised contrastive methods, SimCSE-KCL, 239

2The code will be available.
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Automotive Electronics Beauty AutoH AutoM AutoT

F1w F1m↑ F1w F1m↑ F1w F1m ↑ F1m↑ F1m↑ F1m↑

BERT-CE 78.03 63.95 67.68 52.94 71.44 56.64 75.42 64.51 51.78
cRT 77.85 63.72 67.54 52.99 71.55 55.88 75.20 63.99 51.78

SimCSEus 76.36 64.25 65.82 53.30 70.99 58.06 74.16 64.92 54.65

SimCSE-KCL 76.87 65.17 65.18 53.39 71.44 58.26 74.99 65.06 55.36
SimCSE-KCL-FNA 76.54 64.65 66.08 53.69 71.65 58.31 74.46 64.88 54.53
SimCSE-KCL-FNE 77.96 65.82 65.73 53.67 71.43 57.95 75.97 65.78 55.61

Table 1: Model Performance on Long-tailed IC. The left part of the table shows the performance on the three
datasets: Automotive, Electronics and Beauty. The right part shows the results on the three subsets of the Automotive
dataset, where AutoH , AutoM and AutoT consist of the head, medium and tail classes in Automotive. The best
results are highlighted using bold fonts. F1w and F1m denote the weighted F1 and macro F1.

SimCSE-KCL-FNA, and SimCSE-KCL-FNE, we240

can find at least one supervised contrastive meth-241

ods can beat the SimCSEus and in most cases242

SimCSEus is the worst model. It illustrates that243

introducing semantics information can boost the244

model performance. However, the way of introduc-245

ing the semantics information should be carefully246

chosen.247

Moreover, we can observe that the false negative248

cancelling contrastive loss outperforms all base-249

lines including SimCSE-KCL in terms of macro250

F1. This pattern suggests the necessity and effec-251

tiveness to eliminate the influence of the false neg-252

ative samples in SimCSE-KCL. When comparing253

the two false negative cancelling strategies, we can254

find the SimCSE-KCL-FNE works better on Au-255

tomotive and Electronics datasets, while SimCSE-256

KCL-FNA works better on the Beauty dataset. One257

possible reason is that the different false negative258

rates of the three datasets. The beauty dataset is259

much larger than it of other two datasets. There-260

fore the SimCSE-KCL-FNE loss will eliminate too261

many samples and further degrade the performance262

rather than improve it.263

Performance on Subsets of Automotive: To in-264

vestigate the performance of the models on the265

classes with different label frequencies, we split266

the whole Automotive dataset into three subsets:267

AutoH , AutoM and AutoT and evaluate the models268

by macro F1. AutoH consists of 132, 590 samples269

in the most frequent 318 head classes. AutoT is the270

subsets including 7, 855 samples in the least fre-271

quent 317 tail classes. AutoM includes the remain-272

ing 20, 280 samples in the 318 medium classes.273

As shown in the right part in Table. 1, SimCSE-274

KCL-FNE outperforms all other models on all three275

subsets and the improvement is more significant 276

in the tail classes, showing that the false negative 277

elimination and contrastive learning do address the 278

long tail issue. In addition, the performance de- 279

creases as the decrease of the label frequencies for 280

all the models, illustrating the lacking of samples 281

limits the model performance. 282

5 Conclusion 283

In modern large-scaled item categorization tasks, 284

category labels are naturally distributed in a long 285

tail pattern. This issue challenges the tail labels’ 286

classification performance due to severe supervi- 287

sion missing. To address this challenge, we adopt 288

a two-stage LT-addressing method that was origi- 289

nally proposed in the image classification task. To 290

make this method work on our text classification 291

task, we use the recently proposed simCSE (Gao 292

et al., 2021) to do an effective text transformation 293

and KCL loss in the representation learning stage. 294

Furthermore, we recognize there are false nega- 295

tive samples caused by using the KCL loss and 296

propose two cancellation strategies to reduce the 297

corresponding influences. The experimental results 298

prove that the proposed method helps improve the 299

performance on long-tailed data and the false neg- 300

ative cancellation can help boost the performance 301

compared with KCL in IC. 302

For future research, there are several possible di- 303

rections: (1) more sophisticated text augmentation 304

in the CL stage, (2) more useful negative samples, 305

e.g., focusing on hard negative samples, and (3) 306

applications to more e-commerce NLP tasks, e.g., 307

product attribute extraction. 308
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A Data Statistics and Label Frequency391

Plots392

Labels Samples Title Length

Automotive 953 160,725 9.90± 5.51
Beauty 229 159,805 10.26± 5.61

Electronics 500 86,357 14.90± 9.56

Table 1: Statistics of Datasets

(a) Automotive

(b) Beauty

(c) Electronics

Figure 1: Label Frequency Histogram of Automotive,
Beauty and Electronics Dataset

The data statistics of the three datasets are shown393

in Table. 1. In Fig. 1, the histogram of the label394

frequencies of the three datasets are shown. All the 395

three datasets have the long-tailed issue. 396

B False Negative Calculation 397

the false negative rate fnr is the number of false 398

negative samples among top 25% the most similar 399

samples of the anchor in a batch, which can be 400

represented as: 401

fnr =

∑N
i=1

∑
xj∈Bi

max(0, |Bj
i | − (K + 1))∑N

i=1(0.25× |Bi| × (|Bi| − 1))
402

N is the number of batches. Bi is the set of samples 403

in batch i and |Bi| is the number of samples in 404

batch i. |Bj
i | is the number of samples belonging 405

to the same class as xj in the 25% most similar 406

samples with the sample xj . 407

To calculate the false negative rate, we use the 408

obtained embeddings of SimCSE-KCL in the first 409

stage after 10 epoch and report the average of five 410

runs. We calculate the false negative rate of those 411

three datasets where the batch size is set to 32 and 412

K is set to 1. 413
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